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QUANTIFYING THE EFFECTS OF TERRAIN FOR VHF AND HIGHER FREQUENCY APPLICATION

* **H. T. Dougherty and E. J. Dutton

This report is tutorial in presentation, with emphasis on the
appl ication of engineering formulations of the effects of terrain
upon terrestrial microwave systems. Many of these formulas have
been available for a decade and longer, but they have not been
widely used. Although they are well based in theory and experiment,
their applications had been considered too detailed and tedious
until the present widespread availabili ty of personal computers.
Therefore, these formulas have been presented here in a form readily
adaptable as computer programs and sUbprograms. The units are care
fully specified for use with terrain data bases for incorporation in
a system design that would permi t tradeoffs between terrain geom
etry, hardware parameters, and system performance cri teria. There
are additional formulations similarly well based in theory and
experiment; they are not presented here, but they are adequately
referenced. The readers should consider" them for an increased
sophistication of their system design.

The first part of the report discusses the basic geometry of
great-circle-plane terrain characteristics and the application of
appropriate geometrical techniques to determine if a path is line
of-sight (LOS), obstructed by a common (single) obstacle, or by
separate transmitter and receiver horizons. The concept of Fresnel
zones and Fresnel ellipses is introduced., and the importance of
their use in determining whether a path is LOS or diffracted is
discussed.

The next part of the report discusses LOS paths, and the sig
nificance of reflected signals into the direct radio path is
exami ned. Specular reflection from f ini te reflecting surfaces is
discussed primarily with attention directed to the theoretical
reflection coefficient for smooth, infinite, planar surfaces and the
consequent modifications for' Earth curvature, finite surface extent,
and roughness of the surface.

Then the report discusses diffraction paths with primary reli
ance on theory, as modified for CCIR purposes, first for isolated
terrain obstacles (rounded) and then for irregular terrain, which
can~ block both terminals on a great-circle-plane radio path.
Effects of vegetation along a terrestrial-link path are also briefly
considered.

Key words: clearance; diffraction; Earth's surface; engineering formu
lation; Fresnel zones; link design; radio horizons; reflec
tion; terrain; terrestrial-link propagation

*The author is with the Colorado Radio Research Company, Westminster, CO.

**The author is wi th the Insti tute for Telecommunication Sciences, National
Telecommunications and Information Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Boulder, CO 80303.



1. INTRODUCTION

When a telecommunications system has all or a portion of its propagation

path in the vicinity of the Earth's surface, the terrain (land or sea) can

introduce the propagation mechanisms of reflection, diffraction, attenuation,

and scattering. These terrain effects can drastically modify the system's

received signal behavior.

Terrain effects can be advantageous. For example, terrain can shield a

system's terminal. That is, the likelihood of interference to or from another

cochannel or adjacent-channel system can be substantially reduced by the

diffraction losses caused by the intervening terrain. This can often be

achieved by site selection and the positioning of the terminal's antenna.

Terrain effects can also be disadvantageous. For example, unless the

likelihood of significant reflection and scattering from terrain is avoided, a

system's received signal can vary sufficiently in amplitude and phase to

seriously degrade the system's performance. Remedial procedures may then be

required. These can often be achieved by site selection and antenna position

ing or antenna design and signal processing.

Of course, site selection and antenna positioning must also accommodate

such factors as: physical access to the site, the availability of power, land

rental or purchase considerations, cost limitations, etc. The system engineer

must then consider tradeoffs among these factors in exploiting the advantages

or avoiding the disadvantages of terrain effects. To do this properly, the

engineer requires quanti tative estimates of terrain effects that go beyond

those classical treatments of reflection and diffraction that were encountered

in his or her formal training. For example, the diffraction or reflection of

electromagnetic waves by terrain is usually not adequately approximated by the

theory for plane-wave incidence upon an infinite or semi-infinite plane sur

face. For terrain applications, further modification has been required, based

upon the experience of system designers and propagation researchers. These

modifications are described in this report as engineering expressions and

procedures that quantify the terrain effects.

2. PROPAGATION PATH INTRUSIONS

The most basic parameter for determining terrain effects is a measure of

the intrusion of the terrain upon the propagation path (the wave trajectory)
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from transmitter to receiver. This measure is given by the terrain obstruc

tion heights, ho ' illustrated in Figure 1.

For the coordinates (x,y) in Figure 1, thE~ arc yo(x) represents a refer~

ence terrain elevation,mean sea level (MSL) , or any other convenient eleva-

tion. The H(x) is the terrain profile plotted in terms of its elevations

above the reference elevation. The propagation path is closely approximated

by the parabolic wave trajectory given by (Millington, 1957; Dougherty, 1981)

x
H1 +-

d

(H - H ) _ xed - x)
2 1

12. 75 k
(1 a)

Here,

12. 75 k
( 1b)

x

HO(k,x) is the trajectory elevation (m) relative to some convenient

reference elevation Yo(~);

are the terminal antenna elevations (m), H2 > H1;

is the distance (km) between terminals;

is an arbitrary distance (km) from H, ;
is the directional angle in milliradians, a distance x along

the wave trajectory andrelati ve to the local tangent of

yo(x);

is the initial directional angle (mrad) at x = 0;

is the factor 2a x 10-3 for an earth radius a = 6375 km; and

is the effective Earth's radius 'factor (Bean and Dutton,

1968) •

By differentiating (1b), we obtain the directional angle of the trajectory as

where·

tan 10-3 ex +o

x

6.375k
( 1c)

0)
d

d

12.75k
( 1d)
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Figure 1. Great circle terrain profile geometry.
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The reference terrain elevation "is given by

xed - x)

12.75k

with a local tangent, or horizontal, of

d ~ 2x

12.75k

( 1e)

( 1f )

Here, again, the yo(x) is in meters, and lyO(X) is in milliradians when the

distances x ~d d are in kil~eters. At midpath, yo(x = d/2) = d2/51k, from

(1d), which sets the vertical scale factor in any profile plot, as in

Figure 1.

For example, a path d = 25 km will have a reference elevation curve that

rises at midpath by 9.2 m for k = 4/3. If this midpath rise were plotted with

equal scales for the vertical and horizontal axis, it would not' be noticeably

different from a straight line. Therefore, tE~rrain profiles and radio-wave

trajectories are normally plotted with markedly disparate vertical and hori

zontal scales; i.e., the hori zontal scale is in kilometers for a vertical

scale in meters. For such disparate scale factors, any normal to the curved

reference elevation will plot as a vertical line, and distances along a cur

viI inear surface must be measured along its proj ection upon a Cartesian

axis. Directional angles are closely approximated by their tangent

103 tan 10-3 uo(x) mrad

103 tan 10-3 Yo(x) mrad

( 1g)

( 1h)

The angles are quantified by their equations and are not measureable by pro

tractor.

To convert the expression H(k,x) from one in terms of elevations to one

plotted relative to the Cartesian x axis, we add (1a) or (1b) to (1e) to

obtain

( 1i )
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If the indicated k's are all the same,

with initial slope

( 1j )

0) ( 1k)

In Figure 1, the refractive effect of the atmosphere has been included in the

value ofk and the plot of yo(x), so that the reference wave trajectory plots

asa straight line. Figure 1 illustrates (1b) through (1i).

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) depict line-or-sight situations where the wave

traj ectory elevations exceed those of the terrain. The closest approach of

the Ho(k,x): to the terrain H(x) determines the maximum intrusion of the ter

rain upon the traj ectory; this minimum vertical interval is a negati ve obsta

cle height, ho < O. For the maximum intrusion without obstruction, the graz

ing condition is Ho(k,x) = H(x); then ho = O. In Figure 2(c), the terrain

actually obstructs the reference trajectory so that the obstacle is positive,

ho > O. The peak terrain elevation at Palso constitutes the horizon common

to both terminals.

In Figure2(d), the horizons, at P1 and P2 , permit determination of the

obstacle height, ho > o. The traj ectories have been extended from their

terminals to beyond their horizons; their intersection at P determines an

equivalent obstructive terrain peak and the obstacle height, ho > 0

(Dougherty, 1968). The expressions for the wave trajectory to each horizon

are readily written. For the trajectory from H1 , we determine H1 (k,x) by

substituting x1 and H(x 1) for d and H2 in (1d) and subtracting the yo(x) given

by (1f) to obtain

H1(k,x)

6
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Figure 2. Various terrain obstacle heights and their intrusion into the propagation path.



Differentiating t2a),

a.1(x)
x1 12.75k

x
<l1 +

6.375k

(2b)

(2c)

where H(X 1) is the horizon elevation at x = x1 . Similarly,· for the trajectory

from P2 to H2 , by derivation with aid of Figure 1, one obtains

12.75k
(3a)

(x - x 2 )

6.375k

12.75k
(3b)

(30)

where H(x 2 ) is the horizon elevation at x = x2 -

2. 1 'Fresnel Zones

To determine their effect upon the radio wave, we can express the terrain

obstacle heights in terms of Fresnel zone radii. Consider Figure 3, where a

transmitting source at T radiates energy in a spherical W2ve front to a

receiving antenna at R. There is a first Fresnel zone centered at P on the

wave front of the propagation path TH. The radius of this zone is given by

(4a)

Here theF, is given in meters when the distances d" d2 , and d are in kilom

eters and the frequency f is in megahertz. For this choice of units, the 548
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Path lengths

T

Plane perpendicular to path TR

Boundary of second zone

I
wave front

(a)

(b)

Path length d = d 1 + d2

(for direct path)

Figure 3. Cross-section of a radio path showing Fresnel zones and
Fresnel ellipsoids.
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in (2a) results frorn taking the square root of the speed of ·light in kilom

eters per second. The boundary of this first Fresnel zone is the locus of all

points P' for which the path TP'R exceeds that ofTPR byona-half wavelength,

A/2. By extension, the boundary of the nth zone (an annular ring for n > 1.0)

is given by the locus of all points pen) such that TP(n)R - TPR is nA/2. The

radius to the boundary of the nth zone is given by

(4b)

In addition to the Fresnel zone radii, we can also define a Fresnel-zone angle

~1' shown in Figure 3(a) and given by

sin 4>1 (40)

This angle may be approximated directly by

(4d)

in milliradians, when F1 is in meters and the distances are in kilometers. In

general,

sin <P n = ~ sin<P1 (4e)

When we consider all possible wave fronts between T andR, the locus of P'

defines a first Fresnel ellipsoid in space, as illustrated in Figure 3(b).

Figure 3(b) also depicts the second Fresnel ellipsoid. There are similar

higher-order Fresnel ellipsoids, all haVing the common pair of focii, at T and

R, a distance d apart. If the closest approach of the terrain from below ,just

touched the outer (second) ellipsoid of Figure 3(b), we would say the propaga

tion path had a second-zone (n = 2) clearance and ho = -F2 < O. For Figures

2(a) and 2(b), the Fresnel-zonal clearances would be given by

10



The F1 are gi ven by (4a). If the TR line in Figure 3(b) were a reference

trajectory obstructed bya single terrain feature that peaked at P", the

obstacle height would be ho = F2 > O.

When used as a measure of displacement, the n in (4b) through (5) is not

necessarily an integer. An example is given in Section 2.4 of this report.

2.2 Modes of LOS Propagation

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate line-of-sight (LOS) paths. The radio

wave energy travels from transmitting terminal T to receivingterminal R,

primarily by the direct space-wave path that· is indicated by the straight

line. However, the emi tted radio wave is also incident upon the terrain

visible from T. Portions of this incident wave would be reflected by the

terrain, possibly toward the receiving terminal. The incident wave will also

produce a ground wave traveling along the terrain toward the receiving termi

nal.

If the terrain obstacle height is sufficiently negative, the terrain

effect can be adequately represented by refleetion theory. Then, the total

field E may be expressed, relative to the free-space field EO' by adding the

reflected components to the direct wave component

E/EO a(R) g -L:
i

(6)

Here the g and gi are the combined effects of the transmitting and receiving

antenna gain patterns for, respectively, the direct and each of the reflected

propagation path traj ectori es. The Ri are the effecti ve reflection coef

ficients, and the <Pi are the relati ve phase lags of these reflected-wave

propagation paths. See Section 3.

If the LOS terrain obstacle heights are not sufficiently negative, it is

more efficient to describe their effects by diffraction theory. Then the

total field E, relative to the free-space field EO' is expressed as a diffrac

tion function for negative obstacle heights,

E/EO
See Sec.tion 4.
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Any value of n that would serve as a criterion nc in choosing between the

application of the reflection theory in (6) and that of the diffraction theory

in (7) must be somewhat arbitrary. Reflection theory could be used for an n =

1.0, but it would become increasingly inappropriate as n approached zero. For

convenience, we have chosen the criterion as nc = 0.3. That is, when the

Fresnel-zone clearance is greater than nc = 0.3, equation (6) is appropri

ate. Otherwise, equation (7) is preferred.- Note that this clearance cri

terion corresponds to a fraction ~ ~O.55 of the first Fresnel-radius F11
sometimes approximated as 0.6F,. At the clearance corresponding to n = 0.3,

the long-term total field is equal to the free-space field, a(h < 0) = 1.0.

2.3 Determining the LOS Obstacl&Height

The minimum path clearance is a function of the t-errain elevations, the

terminal elevations, and the effective Earth radius. A common procedure is to

plot the terrain profile for a k = 4/3 Earth and determine the minimum ter

rain/trajectory height ,interval h(k ,x') graphically as in Figure 2. However,

this minimum interval can also be computed. For example, this height interval

in Figure 4, for an effecti ve-Earth-radi us factork and at .a distance x from

one terminal of an LOS path, is

h(k,x) H( x) - Ho (k , x ) (8)

where Ho(k,x) is given by (1a) or- (1b), and H(x) is the elevation of the

terrain in meters at the distance x. The value of x = x', which,minimizes

h(k,x), determines the Fresnel-zone clearance

(9)

where F1 is determined from (4a) with d,and d2 replaced by x' and d-x'. An

example is given in Section 2.6. The minimum, h(k,x'), is often most readily

obtained by computer algorithmic procedures using a terrain data base.

2.4 Modes of Tran~horizon Propagation

Figures 2(c) and 2(d) depict transhorizon paths for which the field is

best described by both diffraction theory and tropospher icscattel" theory.

For small positive obstacle heights, the diffraction field given by

12
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Figure 4. Transhorizon radio path directional angle geometry.
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E/EO (1'0)

will predominate. Here, we have assumed only a direct path, as illustrated in

Figures 2(c) and 2(d). However, there can be additional propagation paths.

This is because transhorizon paths contain two LOS sections, one between each

terminal and its horizon. This will permit additional paths involving reflec

tion and scatter to occur.

For more positive obstacle heights[ho > 0 and n > 0.3 in (9)J, the

tropospheric scatter plays an increasingly important role. Its contribution

must then be determined and added vectorially to the diffracted field (CCIR,

1986a; Rice et al., 1967).

2.5 The Transhorizon Clearance

For a transhori zon path such as in Figure 4, the horizons are most

readily determined from a terrain profile for an effective-Earth-radius-factor

k. We can designate the terrain elevations at the horizons as H(x,) and H(x2)

in meters, where x, and d - x2 are the respective distances from each terminal

to its horizon. Then, for the angles indicated in Figure 4, we note that*

( 11 a)

( 11 b)

( 11 c)

*Note Y1 is negative and 8 is negative relative to the local endpoint tangents
in Figure 4. This fact must be taken into account when comparing (11a) and
(14) with Figure 4.
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Here,

e
H1,H2
x1 ,x2
12.75

Commonly, k

aid of

the diffraction angle in milliradians,

the terminal antenna elevations i.n meters,

the distances in kilometers from H1 to the two horizons, and

the 2a x 10-3 for an earth radius a = 6375 km.

4/3, and the positive obstacle height may be determined with the

d
(1 2a)

d 12.75k
and

2d

12. 75k:
(1 2b)

in milliradians. The distance d1 in Figure ~. is approximately gi ven by the

Law of Sines (see footnote on prededing page).

d 1 ~ I ~ [6 - Y2 JI
e

The transhorizon obstruction is given by

~= I
d1
-- sin 10-3(a - Y1 )1 x 103

F1

( 14)

w~ere F1 is given by (4a) with d2 replaced by d - d 1 , An example is given in

Section 2.6.

2.6 Examples

2.6.1 An LOS Path

Consider the LOS terrain profile illustrated by Figure 5. We assume that

a proper effective-Earth radius factor is k = 4/3. Therefore, terrain eleva

tions H(x) have been plotted in Figure 5 relative to the reference elevation

and slope

15
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Figure 5. A terrain profile example ona line-of-sight path.
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x(25 - x)

17

25 - 2x

17

from (1e) and (1f). The direct-wave path from H1 = 35 m at T".to H2 = 60 m

at T2, d = 25 km away, is also plotted. From (1j) and Figure 5, the path is

clearly a straight line

y(k,x) 35 + x

with a slope of 1.0 mrad (rises 25 m over a distance of 25 km). The equation

for .the wave propagation path from (1i) is, for k = 4/3,

H(k,x) 35
x(25 - x)

+x----
17

. and clearly quadratic. This curved propagati.on path appears as a straight

line when plotted relative to its effective Earth radius; i.e., (1e) and (1a)

have the same value of k. If the terrain profile of Figure 5 were plotted for

any other val ue of k, the propagation path would be curved. The ini tial

elevation angle Y1 from (1d) is -0.47 mrad relative to the local horizontal

YO(x = 0) = 1.47 mrad; hence, the T1T2 slope of 0.001 (1.0 mrad).

At x = 8 km, the terrain elevation H(x = 8) = 26 ·m above the reference

elevation Yo(x = 8) = 8 m plots as y(4/3, x = 8) = ~6 + 8 = 34 m. Since the

wave path at x = 8 km is

y(k 4/3, x 8) 35 + 8 43 m

the height~interval (8)

h(k,x) = y(x) - y(k,x)

is

H(x) - H(k,x)

From (4a) at f 4 GHz,

h(4/3, 8) 34 - 43 -9 m

548 8(17)

25(4000)
20.21 m

17



and from (5)

~= 1-9/20.211 0.445

and n = 0.198 < nc • Therefore, the effect of the terrain feature at x 8 km

should be evaluated by (7) or the diffraction theory of Section 4.

There is another local minimum clearance in Figure 5 at x 17 km for

which y(17) = 35 or H(17) = 27 m. For the wave path, y(4/3, 17) 35 + 17 =

52, so the clearance is H(4/3, 17) = 35 - 52 = -17 m. Since F1 is the same

for x = 8 and x = 17,

...[U = 1-17/20.21 I 0.841

and n = 0.707 > nc . The effect of. this local portion of terrain is best

evaluated by reflection (6) and the reflection theory of Section 3. From (4d)

and (4e), the Fresnel-zone angle is

~n =.:. 0.841

or approximately 0.18 degrees.

2.6.2 A Transhorizon Path

20.21 (25)

17 (8)
3.125 mrad

If the terminals T1 and T2 of Figure 5 were lowered to T1 ' and T2 ' at H,

30 m and H2 = 38.3 m, the path becomes a (noncommon horizon) transhorizon

path. The two horizons would then be:

P, at y(x 1) = 34 m or H(x,) = 26 m at x1 8 km

and

From (2b), the initial elevation angle for the direct-wave path T,' to P1
would be

26-30
a,= --

8

8

17
-0.9706 mrad

18



relative to the initial horizontal (1f), YO = 1.4705. From (11c), the final

directional angle for the direct-path P2 to T2' would be

4 17
-a 33.4 - 38.3 4

-1. 11603 mrad

relative to the local horizontal (1f), YO(x = d) = -1.4705.

The ini tial and final directional angles of the fieti tious direct path

T1' to T2' would be given by (12a) and (12b) as

and

38.3 - 30

25
25 = -1.1386 mrad
17

From (11a)

-1 .1386 50
+ - =

17
1.8026 mrad

a -0.9706 - 1.4603 50
+. - = 0.51 mrad

17

From (13), the extensions of T,' and P, and T2' to P2 will intersect at

25d1 = -'- (0.3423) 16.8
0.51

The y(d 1) =38.4 m, and the direct path T1 ' T2 '. rises to 35.6 m at d, = 16.8·

km. From (4a) at d1 = 16.8, F1 = 20.34 m. The transhorizon Fresnel-zone

obstruction (14) is

or n ~ 0.02.

2.8

20.34

19
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3. REFLECTION

When the Fresnel-zone clearance of (5) exceeds ~ = 0.548 (i.e.,

nc~ 0.3) over a portion of the terrain profile, the received field reflected

from that portion of th~ terrain could be one of the contributing terms to the

summation in (6). We must then establish for the direct and ith reflected

path:

g, gi The rms antenna power--gain (vol tage-gain) factors *. These

are functions of the transmitting and receiving antenna gain

patterns and the directions of the direct and reflected wave

paths.

TPR - TR. The A is<1>1 The relative path delay phase 21TO/A, 0

the transmission wavelength.

Ri The effective reflection coefficient. This is a function of

the reflection angle ,the wavelength, and the shape and

roughness of the reflecting surface.

Each of these parameters is a function of the path geometry.

3.1 Reflection Path Geometry

Figure 6 illustrates the significant geometrical parameters for reflec

tion. The H, and H2 identify th~ elevations of the Tand R terminals. The P

marks the specular reflection point on the plane that is tangent to the ter

rain surface at P. There,

Y1 is the "initial" (i.e., x = 0) direction of the direct path

in milliradians, relative to local horizontal plane;

Y2 is the "final" (i.e., x = d) direction inmilliradians of

the direct path, relative to local horizontal plane;

a is the ini tial direction in milliradians of the reflected

path, relative to local horizontal plane;

is the final direction in milliradians of the reflected

path, relative to local horizontal plane;

*Note that here and in future use, the symbol g represents the ratio of two
vol tages so that the commonly used power gain, G, in deci bels relati ve to
isotropic is given by G =' 20 log,og. This is in accordance with the usage in
equation (6).
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p(k,O)

(a)

T

p(k,O)

i
d

x

(b)

Figure 6. An example of the geometry of terrain reflection.
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d·,

6/2

p(k,O)

p(k,d)

is the reflected path's grazing angle of incidence and

reflection in milliradians;

is the intercept in meters of the reflecting surface tangent

plane at x = ·0;

is the intercept in meters of the tangent plane at x

and

is the elevation in meters of R', the image of the R termi

nal, displaced as far below the intercept p(k,d) as R is

above it.

The above angles are given in milliradians by expressions (lla) through

(12b). Except for 8, these are all determined relati ve to the local hori

zontal plane, YO(x). In Figure 6(a),

and

0)
d

12.75k
(15a)

(15b)

302 Antenna Gain Factor and Phase

The partial nth Fresnel ellipsoid is also illustrated in Figure 6(a).

From the reflection requirement (angle of incidence equal to the angle of

reflection) and the properties of an ellipsoid, the plane that is tangent to

the reflecting surface at the point of reflection P is also the plane tangent

to the ellipsoid (with foci at T1 and R) through P. Therefore, the path

length difference <5 of Section 3 is expressi ble in terms of the Fresnel

ellipsoid n.

TPR - TR nA/2 ( 16)

The relative phase angle due to this path-length difference is

21T
<P, = - cS

A
( 17)

radians. The value of n is determined from (9), for which F1 and h(k,x') are

determined from (2a) and from (8).
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If we designate the antenna (vertical plane) rms power gain patterns

(voltage gain patterns) as g1 (~) and g2(~)' where ~ is the angle off beam

center, and assume that the antenna beam centers are oriented in the direc

tions £, and -£2' along the path relative to local horizontal planes, then the

direct path and reflected path rms antenna power-gain factors (vol tage-gain

fqctors) are respectively

and

g ( 18a)

where there is only i reflected path.

3.3 The Reflecting Point

(18b)

Location of the reflecting point is the fundamental problem of reflection

theory. In Figure 6, where these angles of grazing incidence and reflection

must be equal (both equal 8/2),

H2 - p(k:,d)

d - d,
(19)

Given the reflection plane, as in Figure 6, the solution of (19) is

straightforward,

d[H, - p(k,O)]

H, + H2 - p(k,O) - p(k,d)
(20)

For irregular terrain, the surface can usually be approximated in a piece-wise

manner by a sequence of tilted reflecting planes. For fairly smooth terrain

or over water, the surface is curved so 'that the tangent-reflecting plane

cannot be specified until d, is known (and vi.ce versa). We then define the

unknown tangent-plane endpoints as p(k,O) and p(k,d) and formally define the

effective antenna heights as

and

H1 - P(k, 0)

23
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H2 - p(k,d)

Let us introduce the notation (Norton et al:., 1965)

(21b)

(22a)

(22b)

and

where

C

d (22c)

(22d)

A B [1 + £(1 -<B2 )J
k

(22e)

Again, the elevations are in meters. the distances are in kilometers, and k is

the effective Earth-radius factor. For a given situation, A and C are deter

mined from (22a) and (22d). The cq,fresponding estimate of B, indicated as

Beo ' is determined (for a given effective~Earth factor k) from the nomograph

of Figure 7. This Beo is substituted into

2B 3 - Ak/Ceo

3B 2 - 1 -k/C\eo

(22f)

Since (22f) is a standard Newton's method iteration procedure, presumably any

Beo between 0 and 1 could be used as .a starting point. Thus, the need to

include Figure 7 in a computer program is avoided, although the number of

iterations required might be increased. In this way, Bmay be determined

iteratively to the desired accuracy. Then for the final B value,

d
d 1 = - (1 + B)

2
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Figure 7. A nomogram relating A, B, and. elk in (22a) through (22e)
(No'rton et' al., 19651.
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and

(22h)

Once the val ue of d1 has been determined from (22f), (22b), and (22c),

the value of the other geometrical parameters can be determined from (4a),

(4b), (8), and (11a) through (16). One may then determine the antenna gain

factors from (18a) and (18b) and the phase delay from (17). See the examples

of Section 3.6.

3.4 The Effective Reflection Coefficients

In general, the effective reflection coefficient R is actually a com

posite of a number of factors:

(0) R+, R_ the infinite-plane reflection coefficients, also

known as Fresnel reflection coefficients defined in

Section 3.4.1 below;

(0) D

(0) exp(-q)

the modification factor for the finite extent of the

reflecting surface;

the divergence factor for curved surfaces; and

the Beckmann reflection coefficient for rough sur

faces (Beckmann and Spizzichino, 1963).

3.4.1 Smooth Surfaces

The infinite plane is the simplest of the smooth surfaces. For incidence

upon an infinite plane, the reflection coefficient (the ratio of the reflected

field strength to the incident field strength) is known as the Fresnel coef

ficient

.l:o. m2S - ~m2 - C2 .l:o. ~m
2 - C2 - S

11s 11s
(23)R+ R

110 2
~m2 - C2 11

0 ~ 2 - C2 + S-m S + - m
11s 11s
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Here, the subscripts (+ or -) refer to the polarization (vertical or horizon

tal) of the incident field. The C = COS$ and S = 8in$, where $ is the grazing

angle of incidence and reflection; $ = 8/2 in Figure 6(a). The m in (23) is

the refracti ve index of the plane surface material (relati ve to that of the

atmosphere above the plane)

. ~r;
m =,,~ . E

S
- j a/w

(24)

The subscripts 0 and s identify the parameter's for, respecti vely, the atmo

sphere and the surface. The p is the permeability, E is the permittivity or

dielectric constant, a is the conductivity of the surface, and w = 2~f, where

f is the frequency.

Val ues of E and a are gi ven in Recommendation AD/5 (CCIR, 1986b) for

various types of terrain and as a function of frequency.

The R+ and R_ values given by (23) have both magnitude and phase. At $ =

90 0 , both expressions must become equal, since the horizontal and vertical

fields are then both tangential to the surfaee. For application to terrain

above 30 MHz, both R+ and R_ are generally elose to 1.0, and the complete

reflection coefficient is more commonly determined by the other factors (D,

f v ' etc.) than by R+ or R_.

When the smooth surface is nonplanar, the effect upon the refle'otion

coefficient is contained in a divergence factor for convex surfaces or a

convergence factor for concave surfaces. E'i ther is gi ven by (Norton and

Omberg, 1947)

D
r, + 5d 1(d - d 1)(1 0)-3 ] -1/2

L 16 K d tan1jJ
(25a)

Here the distances d1 and d are in kilometers. The K is proportional to the

product of the effecti ve Earth-radi us-factor k and the relati ve radi us of

curvature, r/6375, of the surface (r in kilometers) in the plane of propaga-

tion; i.e.,
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K kr/6375 (25b)

If the curved surface (on a profile plotted for'an effectivek value) departs

from the tangent an amount ~h (in meters) at a distance ~x (in kilometers)

from the point of tangency, then

(25c)

ForK > 0, the D <1.0, and for K <0, the D > 1.0. In this latter case

(concave su~fabe), the D exceeds unity and is a convergence or focusing fac

tor.

3.4.2 Finite Extent

In general, the reflecting portions of terrain are of 1 imi ted extent.

This limitation can introduce a reflection factor , f v' that may vary between

zero and about 1.2 (Norton and amberg, 1.947). The situation,may be illus

trated by Figure 6. There the direct propagation traj ectory is between H1 and

H2 , and the reflected wave trajectory Is viaP or H(x 1) at x = Xl. The

reflecting surface is assumed to coincide wi th the indicated surface from

p(k,O) to P and p(k,d), but is within LOS of both terminals only for the

limited extent of xa S x S xb • The right-hand terminal at H2 has an image at

H3 . Note that (21b) yields

(26a)

so that the image is at

('26b)

The equi valent reflection path from H1 to H(X 1) to H3 provides a field

equivalent to that whichcQuld be transmitted from H1 to H3 through an aper

ture (Dougherty, 1969a). This aperture would extend from x =xa to x = xb in

an otherwise opaque surface through p(k,O) and p(k,d), as shown in Figure

6(b). If this aperture were infinite, its transmittance would be DR± given by

(25) and (23). Since the aperture is finite, its transmittance Is modified by

a factor f v to become fvDR±. Thus our reflection coefficient for a smooth

surface of finite extent is given by fvDR±.
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This equi valent aperture function or fini te-extent factor f v may be

evaluated by means of the dimensionless parameter

. '~fv = O.O()258h . '.
xed - x)

(27a)

Here, h is a negative obstacle height from the equivalent path (TR' in Figure

6) to- the aperature edges, in this: case ha or hb , in meters (see also the

example in Section 3.6). The x = ;,xa or xb and d are in kilometers, and the

transmission frequency is in megahertz. This parameter may also be written as

(27b)

wheren is the Fresnel-zone number such as in (5).

From (27a), we can determine values of va and Vb for the obstacle heights

ha and hb at x = xa and x = xb • For the reflection angle 8/2 given by the

expressions (11a) through (12b), these obstacle heights are

8xa 8
ha - -- [H, -:p(k, ,0) J -1-1 (d, - xa )

2 2

and

eXb 8
hb [H, - p(k, ,O)J -1-I(Xb -d1)

2 2

(27c)

(27d)

For each of va = v(ha ) and Vb = v(hb ), we determine from Figure 8 the

Fresnel-Kirchhoff function values F(va ) and F(vb). The finite-extent factor

is determined from their antilogs f(va ) and f(vb). That is

-jep(Va ) -jep(vb)
f(va ) e + f(vb ) e - , (28a)

when

etc. The phases ep(va ) and ep(vb ) are determined from Figure 8.
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Note from (27a) that v increases with frequency. The effect of increas

ing frequency is an increase·in the effective' extent of a given reflecting

surface; i.e., increase the number of Fresnel zones within the terrain "aper-,

ture. "

3.4.3 Rough Surfaces

Although terrain surfaces, land or sea, often crudely resemble smooth

surfaces, there is almost always a surface roughness. As a resul t, we can

often describe the terrain by a mean (smooth) surface with superimposed, ran

domly distributed departures from that mean surface. For reflection purposes,

we can consider the smooth surface to provide specular reflection (angle of

incidence equal to angle of reflection); the surface roughness provides the

randomly distributed (nonspecular) reflection. This nonspecular component may

be .consi dered as the sum of specular reflecti.ons from randomly distri buted

facets of the terrain.

One measure of the terrain roughness is the standard deviation of the

randomly distributed departures.

effect of this roughness upon

Spizzichlno, 1963)

Then a useful parameter for evaluating the

reflection is given by (Beckmann and

q (29)

Here, A is the transmission wavelength in meters, 0 is the standard deviation*

of the terrain departures in meters, and W, in radians, is the reflection

angle or 8/2 as indicated in Figure 6(a).

Because of this roughness, the specular reflection coefficient is reduced

by the factor

R(q) (30)

*Note that henceforth 0 will be used to represent terrain departure standard
deviation rather than surface conductivity as in (24).
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The Rayleigh-distributed nonspecular components would have a median level of

approximately 1 ~. R(q). Note in (29) that decreasing wavelengths or increas

ing frequency increases the val ue of q and reduces the specular reflection

coefficient. Of course, small values of W tend to offset increases in a/>...

As a/>.. becomes very large (wi th increasing frequency), this tends' to be offset

by the fact that portions of the terrain irregulari ties tend to become more
,-

efficient reflection surfaces because of the effects described in Section

3.4.2. For example, the irregular sea surface can still specularly reflect

sunlight because the irregularities contain surface facets that are extensive

in terms of Fresnel zones and visible wavelengths.

3.5 Reflected Signal Distributions

From the preceding discussion , one can conclude that the field reflected

from the terrain may be represented by a specular component g1 ven by (23),

(26), (28), and (30) as

R (31 )

relati ve to the incident field. In addi tion to this specularly reflected

component, there will be a nonspecular co~ponent. If the terrain irregulari

ties that provide the terrain roughness are random, this nonspecular reflected

component is Rayleigh distributed. If there is an asymmetry to the roughness

(such as for the alignment of waves that can occur with water), the field rnay

have a Hoyt (asymmetrical Rayleigh) di stri buti on (Beckmann and Spi zzi chino,

1963). For q given by (29) as approximately unity or less, the reflected

field will be described by a constant (specular component) plus a Rayleigh

(nonspecular component) distri bution. Thi s n constant-pI us-a-Rayl eigh" total

reflected field must then be combined with the direct field component to

determine the total received field (Dougherty, 1968). Of course, the direct

field component and a Rayleigh total reflected component can also describe a

"constant-pIus-Rayleigh" (Nakagami-Rice) distributed field.
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3.6 Examples

Considev the situation represented by Figure 5 and the parameter values:

H1 35 m p (k ,'0) 8.5 m k 4/3

H2 60 m p(k,~d) 47.5 m 12.75 k 17

d 25 km xa 14.4 km a O. 1 m

d1 17 krn xb 18.0 km £1 YO
yep) 35 m f 4 GHz £2 1T - YO
H( p) 27m D1=D;2 2 m A 0.075 m.

Here the D1 and D2 are the diameters of two parabolic antennas at H1 and H2 •

At the f = 4 GHz, the half~power be~mwidth is n ~ 2.6 0 or 45.4 mrad, and the

antennas are directed along the local horizontal plane.

From ( 1f ) , (1 1b), and (11 c), f br x1 = x2 = d 1 ' Yo = 25/17 1.47 mrad,

27 - 35
a, =

17
2! = -1.47 mrad
17

-8

From '(12a) and (12b),

27 - 60

60 - 35'

25

25

17

-4.60 mrad

-0.47 mrad

, 50
-0.47 + - = 2.47 In'rad

17

Since the reference for these angles is the local horizontal, these angles, Y1
and 11' - Y2' are also the directional angles relative to beam ·center. All are

small relative to the beamwidth (-0.1 n). The effective antenna gain for each

path, given by (18a) and (18b), will be less than 0.2 dB below the combined

mainbeam power gains of 2(36) = 72 dBi or voltage gains of g=8, 4000.
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Checking the reflection point location from (19),

35 - 8.5

17

60 - 47.5

8
1.5607 ± 0.0019

i.e., they agree to within 0.2 percent.

From Section 2.6.2, n = 0.707, so that (17) yields

0.7071T 2.22 rad 127 deg

To eval uate the di ver gence factor at P in Figure 5, we note that at

x xa = 14.4 km the curved surface is 1.0 m below the plane tangent at

x 17 km. From (25c),

K
(17 -1 4. 4) 2

12.75(1 )
0.53

From (11a) and (25a),

8 -1.47 - 4.60 + 50/17 = -3.13 mrad

18/21 = 1.56 mrad, 103 tan 10-3 W 1.56

D [1 + 5(17)8. ] -1/2 = 0.57
16(0.53)25(1.56)

To eval uate the 1 imi ted extent of the curved reflecting surface for xa ~

x ~ xb ' we note from (26a) and (26b) that

h 2 60 - 47.5 = 12.5 m

H3 60 - 2(12.5) = 35 m.

The obstacle heights for the aperture edges defined by the plane aperture,

illustrated by Figure 6(b), are given by (27c) and (27d). However, for the

obstacle heights for the aperture edges defined by the terrain, we must also

include the height intervals between the plane and the terrain. That is, at

xa = 14.4 km, we must add the 1.0 m to the computation of (27c) to determine
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ha • Similarly, at x = 18 km, we must add the~ 0.15 m to the computation of

(27d) to determine hb • Both obstacle heights are negative. This is because

the reflection plane aperature can be thought of as essentially an "opening"

in the terrain, in which case the "heights" on either side are negati ve obsta

cle heights (aperature edges) with respect to, say, the path TPR' in Figure

16a. This is also why a negati ve sign is placed in front of the following

calculations for ha and hb

and

ha = - {1.0 + [1.56(14.4)- (35 - 8.5)J} -5.04 m

From (27a)

hb - {0.15 + [1.56(18) - 26.5JJ -1.73 m

and

0.00258(-5.04)

Vb 0.00258(-1.73)

25(4000)

14. 4 ( 10 .• 6)

25(4000)

18(7)

-0.333

-0. 126

From Figure 8, F(fa ) and F(Vb ) are respectively 2.9 and 7.0 dB, with phase

angles of -14.5 deg and -8.0 deg,

f(-0.333)

and

f(-0.126) = 0.54 e+j8 . O

From (28),

f v 0.72 cos 14.5 + 0.54 cos 8.0 - 1 + j[O.72 sin 14.5 + 0.54 sin 8.0J

0.232 + jO.255
0.345e+j (47.7)

The roughness factor, i.e., the Beckmann and Spi zzichino (1963) coef

ficient, is determined from (29) and (30)
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q [4,1T 0.1 0.00156J. 2
0.075

0.00068

R(q) = e-0 •5 (0.00068) ~ 1.0

The total reflection coefficient (31) is therefore

R = (1.0) (0.345) (0.57) R± = 0.197R±

Notice that at this extremely small reflection angle (1.56 mrad, or less than

0.1 0 ) the di vergence factor is one of the dominant factors reducing R. As

larger reflection angles are considered, the role of the divergence factor is

reduced and the roughness factor comes to playa more significant role. To'

illustrate this, we note that if 16/21 were increased by a factor of 50 toa

value of 78 mrad or 4.4 deg and if all other factors were unchanged, the

divergence factor D would increase from 0.57 to 0.98 while the roughness

factor R(q) de'creasedfrom1.0 to 0.438.

4. DIFFRACTION

When the Fresnel-zone clearance of an LOS path becomes less thannc = 0.3

or when a transition from LOS path to transhorizon path occurs', the field may

be determined by the diffraction formulas summarized in this section.

One exception is the situation for which the antennas are within a 'few

wavelengths of the surface. The resultant fields then tend to be sensitive to

the surface electrical constants and are most readily determined from the

plotted CCIR groundwave curves (CCIR, 19860, 1986d).

A second exception is encountered on transhorizon paths for large dif

fraction angles. Then the diffracted field is sufficiently weak so that the

troposcatter mode of propagation provides the dominant field (CCIR, 1986a).

4.1 Isolated Terrain Features

If the terminal antennas are sufficiently remote from the surface of a

terrain feature that partially or fully obstructs a wave propagation path,

such as in Figures 2(b),2(c), and 9, the field E may be expressed relative to

the free-space field Eo by the attenuation expression in decibels (CCIR,

1986c)
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Eo
20 10g10 - = A F(v) + G(p) + H(X)

E
(32)

The Fresnel-Kirchhoff function F(v) is given in Figure 8 in terms of the

parameter v. The v is given by (27a) , but a more general expression (CCIR,

1986c) is

v
(da + ~) (db + ~) f

5. 166 sin (_a_) _ 2000 2000
2000 d

1/2

(33a)

where R is the effecti ve radi us of curvat ure (in kilometers) of the obstacle

in the plane defined by T, PT2 in Figure 9. If th.e actual obsta-cle ~adius is

r,theeffective radius is given by (25b), (2!5c), and R = 6375 K. The dis

tances from each terminal to its point of tange!ncy on the obstacle, da and db'

are in kilometers (see Figure 9). The Ra/1 000, for a inmi1liradians, is the

distance (in kilometers) on the obstacle surface between the tangency

points. The d is the total path length in kilometers, and f is the transmis

sion frequency in megahertz. Alternate forms for (33a) are available utiliz

ing a in milliradians

or

where

a

e

hd

(da + Ra/2000) (db + Ra/2000)
(33b)

(33c)

a1 (33d)

The a, S, Y" and Y2 are given by (11a) through (12b). Note that v has the

sign of a or h, which are defined as negative when the obstacle peak (at p)

lies below the LOS path T,T2 • See Figure 9.

The G(p) in (32) is the loss in decibels due to incidence upon the curved

obstacle surface and is determined from (CCIR, 1986c)
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Figure 9. Diffraction path geometry for isolated terrain features.
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G(p) (34a)

where the dimensionless normalized radius p is given by

p2
da + db / [( :R )1 /3 ~]

0.457 R(da + db)
=

(Rf)1/310 dadb dadb
(34b)

The transmission wavelength A is in meters and is approximately 300/f for f in

megahertz. The R, da , and db are in kilometers.

The H( X)in (32) is the decibel loss for- propagation along the surface

between the horizons and is given by (CCIR, 1986c)

1.03 G(p) x' for -0.9708 p ~ X ~ 0
p

(35a)

17.1X - 6.2 - 2010gX, for X > 4

where, for a in mrad, R in km, and A in m or f in MHz,

X (~R) 1/3 8(10)-2 = 0.00219 8(Rf)113 (35b)

As R approaches zero, p and X approach zero and (32) reduces to its first

term, F(v). For a = 0, X =10, and H(X) = 0; further, v = 0, F(v) = 6 dB, and

(32) then gi ves the loss for grazing incidence upon the obstacle or rounded

knife-edge.

The foregoing expressions assume that all of the· distances (in kilom

eters) are large relative to the transmission wavelength (in meters); specifi

cally,

(36)

These diffraction expressions are usually applicable for either polarization,
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for the ground constants normally encountered for terrain, and for frequencies

above about 10 MHz. An exception is for vertical polarization at frequencies

below 1 GHz, when the path is over sea water. For over-sea paths with verti

cal polarization at frequencies below 1 GHz, see CCIR (1986d). It is impor

tant to note, however, that in the now extensively used region above 1 GHz,

even this exception disappears.

4.2 Irregular Terrain

Commonly on transhorizon paths, the horlzonE;of both terminals are deter

mined by different terrain features. This is illustrated by Figure 10. The

formulas for the isolated terrain feature are readily extended to provide an

estimate of the total diffraction loss relative to free space:

(37a)

Here we have appended subscripts to the parameters v , p, and X to identify

their association with the specific radii

R = 103 d /8o s

Ri = 6375 Ki , i = 1,2

(37b)

(37c)

Here, the radii are in kilometers when the distance between the horizons is do

in kilometers and the diffraction angle is 8 in milliradians. The Ki are the

effective-Earth-radius factor appropriate to each end of the path, given by

(25b) or (25c). The applications of (37a) through (37c) are illustrated by

the examples of Section 4.4.

Recently, other methods have been developed and extended for analysis of

irregular terrain (e.g., Vogler, 1982), although these methods are still

relatively too sophisticated for personal computer adaptation.

4.3 Effect of Vegetation

The presence of vegetation (trees, bushes) along the propagation path

introduces an addi tional attenuation. This is illustrated by Figure 11.
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Figure 10. Geometry for diffraction over irregular terrain.
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Above about 1.0 GHz and for either polari~~ation, the vegetation becomes

increasingly opaque to radio waves. When the system terminals are posi tioned

above or outside wooded regions, a common approach is to simply add to the

terrain elevation an additional amount equal to the median height of the trees

(CCIR, 1986e).

4.4 Examples

The preceding diffraction formulas will be ill ustrated by two si tua

tions. In the first situation, the transhorizon path will have the terminal

horizons located on a common isolated terrain feature. In the 'second situa~

tion, the transhorizon path will have the terminals horizons on separate

terrain features.

4.4.1 An Isolated Terrain Feature

Consider the si tuation of the lower--most diagram of Figure 9, which

depicts an isolated obstacle. On a larger, sealed, k = 4/3 plot of a similar

terrain profile, the radi us of curvature is H = 1360 km, for an obstacle at

Xo = 17 km from the left-hand terminal. Further examination of the profile

determines that the straight-line wave trajectories from each terminal

(H1 = H'2 = 60 m, d = 25 km) to hori zons on thE3 terrain intersect at y = 54 m

and Xo = 17 km from the left-hand terminal. A straight-line trajectory from

the left-hand terminal is tangent to the near-obstructing terrain feature at

y(x = 18) = 51.53 m. Similarly, a straight-line trajectory from the right

hand terminal is tangent at y(x = 16) = 51 m.

From (1i),

H( 18)

and

H( 16)

From (25b) and (25c),

4/3, x

4/3, x

18)

16)
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51.53 - 18(7)

17

51.0 - 16(9)
17

44.12 m

42.53 m



(1.0)2(6375)

12.75(4/3)1360
0.276 m

Therefore, at x 17 km, a distance ~x = 1 km from either horizon, the terrain

is

y(17) = 54 - 0.28 = 53.72 m H(17) = 53.72 - 17(8) = 45.72 m
17

From (11 a) through (1 2b) and (33c) throu~h (33d),

ex = 44.12 - 60

18

18

17
-1.9410, 42.53 - 60-6 - ,

9

9

17
-2.4705

60 - 60

25

25

17
-1 . 4706, -1.4706 50

+ - =

17
+1.4706

61

a

-1 . 941 0 + 1. 4706

-0.4704 - 0.9999

-0.4704,

-1.4703, Ra

2000

-2.4705 + 1.4706

-(0.73513)(1.360)

-0.9999

-1 .0

From (33a) at f 4 GHz,

3
[

( 18 1) (9"- '.) 4000] 112
v 5.166(-0.735)10- "-.-.--------------.------

25

= -0.3798 [17~:) 0.4] 1/2 = -0.56

From Figure 8, F(-O.56) = 1.3 dB. From (34a) and (34b),
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G(p) 7.192(0.77) - 2.018(0.77)2 + 3.63(0.77)3 - 0.754(0.77)4

5.73 dB

From (35b),

From (35a),

H( X) - 0•566( 1. 03) _5. 73 =-4• 3 dB
0.77

From (32),

A 1. 3 + 5. 7 - 4. 3 2•7 dB

Examination of the terrain profile considere~d above indicates that if the

left-hand terminal were lowered to H1 = 35 m and the right-hand terminal were

lowered to H2 = 48.24, the situation would be similar to the second lower-most

diagram of Figure 9. The y(x = 16) = 51 m \4ould become the horizon of the

left-hand terminal (i.e., da = 16 km). The y(x = 18) = 51.53 would become the

horizon of the right-hand terminal (i.e., d - db = 7). The 81 , 82 , a, v, and

X values would then simply change sign. Thus,

v = 0.56 so that F(v) = 10.9 dB

X 0.566 so that H(0.566) = 0.566(12) = 6.8 dB

but p2 and G(p) would be the same. Therefore,

A = 10.9 + 5.7 + 6.8

4.4.2 Irregular Terrain

23.4 dB

Consider the situation of Figure 5. Note that the propagation path would

become transhorizon for k = 4/3 if the terminals T1 and T2 were lowered to T1 '

at H
1

30 m and to T2' at H2 = 38.3 m. The associ ated path parameters

depicted in Figure 10 can be applied to Figure 5 to determine that
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da = 8 km

H( da ) = 26 m

y(da ) = 34 m

n = 0.019

From (25c) and (37c),

and

Similarly,

and

From (34b)

db = 21 km

H(db) = 33.4 m

y(db ) = 38.3 m

H( 0) = 25 m

(B) 2
K1 ,= . 1 .004

12.75(30 - 25)

R1 = 6375(1,.004) = 6400 km •

(4)2
K2 = = 0.3802

12.75(38.3 - 35)

R1 = 6375(0.3802) = 2424 km •

0.457(6400)(8 + 4)

4( 8) [( 6400) 4000] 1/3

=0.171(. 6400 ) = 3.71
294.72

P1= 1. 93

= 25 km

= 13 km

= -16.6 km

= 35 m.

P22 • 0.171(2424) / [(2424)4000J1~3

= 0.171(· 2424 \. 1.94
213. 24)
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P2 1 •39

Then, from (34a),

17 •5 dB

From (27b), v0 ~ == 0 .• 19. From Figure 8, F(vo ) == 7.1 dB. From <37b) ,

Note, e = 0.5 mrad is determined as before using (11b), (11c), (12a), (12b),

(33d), and (33c). At f = 4 GHz, from (35b),

Xo 2.19(10)-3 0.5[26(4)J 1/3 (10)2

O. 1095 [1 O!J] 113=, o. 515

From (35a), H(xo) 12(0.515) 6.18 dB. From (37a),

Eo
20 log -- = 7.1 + 17.5 + 6.18 dB

E

= 30.78 dB

5. EFFECTS OF THE TRANSVERSE PROFILE

For propagation between a transmitter and receiver, the plane of propaga

tion is defined as that containing the Earth's center and the two terminal

antenna centers of radiation. Normally, the wave traj ectories between the

terminals will lie in this plane. The intersection of this plane wi th the

Earth's surface defines the great-circle path and the terrain profile.

In the preceding sections, the formulations of the terrain effects assume

that the terrain profile elevations do not ehange normal to the plane of

propagation and, therefore, the wave trajectories all lie in this plane of

propagation. If, as is common, the terrain profile elevations do change,

normal to the propagation path (and normal to the terrain profile), then there

are correction factors required for some of the preceding formulations.
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Consider, for example, the situation illustrated by the terrain pointp

of Figure 5. The formulas applied in Section 3.6 assume that the elevations

do not change normal to the T1PT2 plane of Figure 5; that is, the rounded

terrain profile through P was assumed to be the cross-section of a (rounded

kn.ife-edge) ridge normal to the terrain profile. However, if it were the

cross-section of a rounded hill, a correQtion factor would be required. For

the negative obstacle height depicted in Figure 5, the effective reflection

coeffi ci ent in (6) would require an addi tional divergence factor determined

from (25a) through (25c) for the transverse profile radius of curvature.

In Section 4.4.2, the situation of Figure 5 was reevaluated, with lowered

antenna center-of-radiation elevations, as a transhorizon path. If the ter

rain of P were the cross-section of a rou~ded hill, a correction term of

0.5 Tc in decibels would have to be added to (37a), given by (Dougherty, 1969a

and 1969b)

Tc -10 10g10
(d + H6) (d +, Re )

1 _ . a 2000 . b .2000 (Sin _6_,)

Kc d \ 1000
(38)

Here, the Kc is the normalized radius of curvature determined from (25b) and

(25c) for the transverse profile's radius of curvature at P. The other param

eters a.re as defined in (33a) and for the same specified uni ts.

The lowered antenna elevations referred to above for Figure 5 provide a

left-hand horizon of H = 26 m at da = 8 km, or y(x = 8) = 34 m. That terrain

feature at x = 8 km in Figure 5 is peaked. If it also had a triangular trans

verse cross-section with an interior apex angle of vn, 0 < v < 2, then (37a)

\/Ould need an additional correctional term 0.5 TA in decibels, given by

(Dougherty, 1970b)

(39)

It should be noted that a transverse profile that provides a horizon on a

propagation path's terrain profile may thereby create more than one wave

traj ectory. For example, energy can be diffracted around an obstacle as well
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as over it. When there is more than one diffracted wave trajectory, a weight

ing factor is required. This weighting factor, which is detailed in Dougherty

(1970a), has an asymptotic value of unity for ,sufficiently separated diffract-

ingpoints.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This report has detailed the evaluation of the geometrical parameters for

terrain along the propagation path of a proposed system. Further, it has made

explicit the role of these parameters in the determination of the path losses

due to the reflected and diffracted fields. It has permitted the reader to

gain some familiarity with the engineering expressions and gain some experi

ence wi th their application to th,e sort of terrain si tuations that may be

encountered in terrestri a1 system design. The engineer could now use these

expressi ons to

(0) identify those portions of a path (LOS or transhorizon) that

are likely to be significant (the horizons, the potential

reflecting surfaces, etc.);

(0) estimate the expected transmission loss for a particular

proposed path geometry; and

(0) determine the quantitative effect upon that expected transmis

sion loss of displacing one or both terminal antennas (verti

cally or horizontally).

By application of the engineering techniques inherent in the above, modern

system design can minimi ze the disadvantageous aspects of terrain because it

is a largely controllable problem today. While there ar~ many reports cover

ing the various aspects of terrain effects (e.g., ParI and Malaga, 1984), the

procedures of this report are readily expressed as computer subroutines; the

process of quantifying terrain effects therefore could be programmed readily

or incorporated on computer chips.
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